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MARK DE JONGE TAKES OVER AS MANAGING DIRECTOR

NEWSWAVES

As from June 2012, Mr Mark de Jonge, aged 47, took over the position as Managing Director of ITC from Mr Joop Timmermans,
who stepped down turning 68.
At a well attended farewell reception
at the Amsterdam Maritime Museum,
personal and business relations bid
farewell to Joop Timmermans, who
started his career with ITC 37 years
ago and has very much built the
company as a strong and reliable
brand in the towage and offshore
industry despite many turbulent periods.
Joop Timmermans will keep his
experience available to ITC and will
continue as a member of the Board.
We are very happy to have onboard
a very competent and experienced

replacement in the person of Mr Mark
de Jonge. Mark de Jonge has an
engineering background from the
Royal Netherlands Navy, and the
Technical University of Delft. He has
sailed as senior technical officer on
board submarines. Mark also served
the submarine squadron in various
support functions, including a period
in the USA under employment of the
Dutch Ministry of Defence. His technical
education is supported by management
training. He has extensive management
experience with the Royal Netherlands
Navy and with SMIT/Royal Boskalis

Westminster. His first position within
Smit included the overall technical
responsibility for the global Smit fleet
of more than 400 vessels. Mark de
Jonge was also the Managing
Director of Smit Harbour Towage
Rotterdam. After the merger of Smit
and Boskalis, Mark de Jonge was
requested to lead the integration of
vessel management between the two
companies, owning together almost
1100 vessels. His last position with
Boskalis was Board Member of the joint
venture Smit Lamnalco, operating
worldwide 180 terminal tugs.

INTRODUCTION BY MARK DE JONGE – ROAD TO THE FUTURE
“On December 31st 2012, ITC will complete its 40th year of operation, at the same time our Norwegian mother Tschudi Shipping AS will
be 130 years old and is since 10 years the 100 percent shareholder of ITC. A good moment for integration and bring working processes,
systems, marketing and branding on the same level. As from January 1st 2013, ITC will be renamed to Tschudi Offshore & Towage.
With the name change, owners Tschudi Shipping AS are showing their strong commitment towards our staff, customers and suppliers.
Tschudi Offshore & Towage will retain its experienced team, both onshore and offshore”.
“One of the major goals for the near
future will be the modernization of the
ITC fleet and the integration with the
Tschudi organization. We will focus
on growth and retaining knowledge.
It is our intention to achieve a better
balance between spot market and
term contracts. We have a lot of
confidence in the future developments
in the offshore market. In the recent
past, we have proven that our vessels
and crews continue to perform on a
high level. Ocean towage, anchor
handling, offshore support, terminal
and shallow water assistance, will
remain the target markets for
Tschudi Offshore & Towage.”

“We will also focus more on the
Northern regions, the main operating
area of the Tschudi Group, with the
Arctic as growth area’s as far as
offshore is concerned. It is an area
of many challenges; the climate,
politically and financially but we are in
a position to cope with these with the
advantage of Tschudi being an
established name already in that area.”
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“To create the best playing field as
a company, we will have to use the
strength of the Tschudi Group. For
this reason, I thought it was essential
to change the ITC name into Tschudi
Offshore & Towage. Towards clients,
we will market the total Group

Mark de Jonge, Managing Director Tschudi Offshore & Towage.

businesses and will be looking for
synergies and opportunities.”

“The core values of the Tschudi
Group; Proactive, Commitment and
Respect, are all related to people
behaviour and that is exactly the most
important part in the company, our
people. It is also my responsibility to
drive, couch and motivate my team
and encourage our values. Key in
all this is a two ways communication.
ITC has a strong history in being the
first in many fields. In 1973, the first
to transport a jack up rig loaded on a

submersible barge, over long distance
and the company who salved the first
Gulf War victim in 1984. The first to
carry a cargo of a single unit of over
40,000 tons, the first to transport a
large tanker in two halves, side by side,
from Greece to Korea. Being first,
implicates that we dare to be different,
being the Tschudi Group vision.”
“Tschudi Offshore and Towage counts
on you continued support and we will
continue to deliver the services you
were used to get from ITC during
the last 40 exiting years.”
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LETTER FROM JOOP TIMMERMANS
Dear All,

For all of us working in ITC, the job
has become a bit more than just
an ordinary job, it has become a
way of life with all its excitements,
disappointments, highlights,
low points, good markets and
dismal markets.

It is therefore with some sadness
that I like to inform you that I will
relinquish my position as managing
director of ITC on May 31 and will
hand over my responsibilities to

During April 1975 I started my shore
based career with ITC and became
its managing director in 1997.
I could not have done this job without
our very professional and dedicated
seagoing staff and the full support
of the small team, manning the
ITC main office.
They are always there 24/7
throughout the year. The support
of all in ITC's mother company,
Tschudi Shipping Company AS,
has been unprecedented.

It has therefore been a great privilege
indeed to have been the head of this
team of marine professionals for so
many years.

ITC will celebrate its 40th anniversary
at the end of this year and has done
quite some exciting things during all
these years. I am confident that ITC
will do the same the coming years
and will remain an interesting, reliable
and understanding partner to work
with for many years to come.
I like to thank you all for the trust
and support given to me during all
these years and like to wish you
all Godspeed with fair winds and
following seas for the years to come.

NEWSWAVES

After a sea-going career of 13 years
and a shore based career spanning
37 years of which the last 16 year as
managing director of ITC, it is about
time to change course to a semi lay
by berth.

Mark de Jonge, who will join ITC as
the next managing director of ITC.
Mark has an extensive marine
background and I have no doubt
that he is well equipped for this
job and that he will receive the
necessary support from all of you.

With warmest regards
Joop Timmermans

OBITUARy ROy HAMILTON
The ITC community was shocked to learn of the
passing of our respected colleague and dear friend
Roy Hamilton in the early morning of 23rd July 2012
at the age of only 43 years. Roy leaves behind his
wife Debby and son Troy.
A little over one year ago, we learned from Roy of
the diagnosed sickness and during 14 months we
witnessed his courageous battle with up and
downs and with the sad outcome.

During a period of over 20 years, Roy was responsible
for our purchase department, most recently as purchase
manager. A job he performed with skill, dignity, knowledge
and in an organized manner. As such he was a most
valuable support of our technical department.

Our thoughts and support goes out to his wife Debby,
son Troy, parents, brother and other family and friends.

Our colleague Leo Wesdijk put it in words as follows:
“Describing Roy as we remember him and by which
he will always be remembered:
What kind of person was Roy for us?
Kind, smart, well dressed, quiet person, in for a laugh,
likes cars and carting, good driver, spirit to win, bad
looser, fine colleague, dedicated purchaser, English
minded, persistent, hard fighter during the tough last
year, and last but not least a good father and husband.”

Roy, rest in peace, you will not be forgotten.
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INTERVIEW WITH JOOP TIMMERMANS
Mr Joop Timmermans has stepped down as Managing Director of ITC. In 1975 he joined ITC and from 1997 until his
retirement in June 2012 he has held the position of Managing Director. In the following interview by Tschudi’s
Celia Lindqvist, Joop Timmermans reflects on his long career.

NEWSWAVES

How were the first years of your
maritime career?

“In 1962, at the age of 18, I went to
sea with the Dutch Merchant Navy.
My very first trip was from Holland to
Singapore and Japan with the cargo
vessel “Neder Waal”. This trip lasted
for 3 months. you can imagine at 18
years this was a very exciting venture.
I started as an apprentice and later
received my Master ticket in 1970.
After 13 informative and interesting
years, my seagoing career ended and
I came on land to ITC in April 1975.”

What is the biggest difference
from start of career to now?

“When I joined ITC in 1975 I was
the youngest and least experienced
employee! I was the fifth to join the
experienced team of ex-Wijsmuller
employees, Mr Leo Burghouwt, Mr
Frits Jonkman, Mr Bob Gatersleben
and Mr Arie van Vliet. In 1997 I was
appointed Managing Director of ITC
so I have as they say, “climbed the
corporate ladder.”

“Initially ITC was met with a lot of
scepticism from the traditional Dutch
tug owners. Firstly, they had great
difficulties in pronouncing the Tschudi
name and secondly, a typical Dutch
attitude was that this new company
would not last for long. Fortunately
they were proved wrong and after
40 years, ITC is still very much alive.”

“Business wise - ITC was initially
involved in dry transportation but
latterly focus has moved to ocean
towage and offshore support services.
Our fleet has been restructured
accordingly to meet the new
requirements of these amended core
businesses. An exciting phase for ITC
was definitely late 2005 when
ITC bought the ex Wijsmuller anchor
handling supply tugs Typhoon and
Tempest, quickly followed by the
Blizzard, Boulder and Bluster and
getting our first Damen Shoalbuster.
In essence we just doubled the fleet
during 2006 - 2009, in just 3 years
time and I more felt like an sale and
purchase broker during those years.”
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How would you describe your
career in ITC?

“For all of us working in ITC, the job

has been more than just an ordinary
job. It has become a way of life with
all its excitements, disappointments,
highlights, low points, good markets
and dismal markets.

ITC will celebrate its 40th anniversary
at the end of 2012. During these
years, a great number of prominent
dry transport and towage contacts
have been secured and we have
achieved some very exciting things.
I am confident that ITC will do the
same in the coming years and will
remain an interesting, reliable and
understanding partner to work with
for many years to come.”

What are the most memorable
events from your career?

“We did some spectacular salvage
operations and one which sticks out
very much in my mind is the fully
laden 300.000 tons tanker Safina al
Arab, being hit by an exocet rocket.
This was the first victim of the first
Iran / Iraq war. With the bridge and
aft tanks fully on fire, the tug sitting
at the bow to take the crew off and
the last man off was of course the
Captain. This was not the Costa
Concordia! The bridge of the tug was
already filled with smoke and through
the thick smoke they saw a female
figure walking to the tug, no hurry
but this was indeed the Captain of
the tanker who apparently dressed up
for the occasion.”

“The Weser Ore is another tow very
much sticking out in my memory.
I was called by Klaar Reinigert one
evening saying that Smit had salvaged
this huge iron ore carrier in Brazil, the
bottom had mostly disappeared, still
loaded with 100.000 tons of iron ore.
What could we do with the wreck?
The vessel had to leave Brazil and
could ITC tow her somewhere.
I called my good friends the late
David Parrot and Dick Fairbanks of
Titan Salvage and we both became
the owner of the Cape size bulk
carrier, assuming that we could get
rid of the iron ore somewhere and sell
the vessel for scrap. When we departed
Brazil we only know that the best
direction would be East. Titan put a
crew on board and ITC supplied a
tug. It took a bit of time to sell the wet
iron ore, not very good when you put
this in a furnace but ultimately she

was the biggest vessel to enter a
Chinese port.”

In your opinion what has been the
key for success?

I could not have done this job without
our very professional and dedicated
seagoing staff and the full support of
the small team, manning the ITC
main office. They are always there
24/7 throughout the year. The support
of Captain Henry F. Tschudi, Felix H.
Tschudi and all in ITC’s mother
company, Tschudi Shipping AS has
been unprecedented. The short
communication lines and continuous
interest in ITC has definitely also
been a contributing factor for success.
It has therefore been a great privilege
to have been the head of this team
of marine professionals for so many
years.”
We wish to thank Joop Timmermans
‘the true gentleman of towage and
salvage’ for his long career and
dedication within ITC and the Tschudi
Group. Without someone in the
driving sea who we could trust 100%
we would not have had the guts to
keep going during times which were
much rougher that what we see
today! The ITC team of experienced
and loyal colleagues needed and
needs, like any company, someone
at the helm who can be trusted
internally and externally.

We wish Joop a happy retirement and
every success in the years to come.
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HOME BASE: LUANDA

NEWSWAVES

ITC secured a long term contract for our C-class vessels ITC CHINOOK and ITC CYCLONE with James Fisher Angola Ltda. The contract
has a duration of five years with optional two years extension for both vessels. ITC CHINOOK and ITC CYCLONE are being used as ETSV’s,
export tanker support vessels. Besides their roles as terminal tugs, the vessels will also be used for safety standby, FPSO fuel supply and
maintenance of in-field assets.

ITC CHINOOK assisting VLCC GENMAN VISION during loading operations.

ITC CyCLONE arrived at Luanda in
February 2012 to substitute AHT
SEAWAyS 10 which was due for
maintenance. On completion of the
pre-term engagement mid March, ITC
CyCLONE moved to a yard at Walvis
Bay to be prepared for the term
contract. A mezzanine deck and
additional support craft were installed.
Mid May the AHTS had returned to
Luanda to start its term activities.

Prior to proceeding to Angola,
ITC CHINOOK entered dry dock at
Setubal for scheduled docking and
maintenance. Simultaneously the
vessel was prepared for its offshore
duties in Angola waters. Early May
ITC CHINOOK arrived at Luanda for
clearance and importation formalities.
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Our Contract Manager for Angola,
Paul Mengelder reflects on the
challenging project:
“As DP2 fifi-1 classed AHTS’s, the
role of terminal tug for assistance to
and static tow of export tankers was
never a problem, although boarding
arrangements for embarking and
disembarking pilots and authorities to
and from the export tankers appeared
to be quite challenging. Being rather
large vessels for use as terminal tug,
no real experience was available to
assist in designing the boarding
arrangements. It has been the

Floating lines are streamed out.

professional input of the pilots in
combination with practical feedback
and advise from vessels masters and
officers that had our technical staff come
to the most practical and workable
design for the safe transfer of personnel.”
“Another challenge, both for ITC and
our charterer James Fisher Angola
Ltda, has been the conversion of
both vessels for their maintenance
role. The DP2 system of both vessels
was upgraded to comply with the

standards of the end client and field
operator. Equipped with, and therefore
chosen, the vessels are equipped with
a rather large accommodation for this
type of vessel and little adjustments
had to be made here, although
additional storage space had to be
created to allow the vessels to
operate in field for at least 30 days
with a rather large team onboard.
Most extensive part of the conversion
has been the installation of a mezzanine
deck over part of vessel’s aft deck,
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VLCC GENMAR VISION moored at the SBM Buoy.

Additional support craft on board ITC CHINOOK.

for ITC CHINOOK to be able to install
an additional rapid response vessel
and a large workboat with davits for
launching; for ITC CyCLONE also to
include a complete dive spread for
DP2 surface air diving operations.

These conversions were done in 2
stages due to construction times of
the specially designed workboats
and their davits. All in all the vessels
underwent an impressive conversion,
definitely changing their appearance”.

“Both vessels have been operating
in field between the conversion stages
for quite some time and fulfilled their
tasks as terminal tugs satisfactorily.
The dive spread onboard ITC
CyCLONE is nearing approval for
DP2 surface air diving operations
and specific crew training is well
underway. Notwithstanding the
logistical challenges that pop up every
now and then, the teams onboard
both vessels, consisting of ITC crew
and James Fisher personnel for diving

operations, are well integrated, up
to their tasks and eager to make this
operation a success. Also the shore
based teams of both ITC and James
Fisher are working closely together
to support the offshore teams, and
although Angola will remain a
challenging area for these kind of
operations, we will do our utmost
and are convinced that this will be
a successful story to be continued,
not in the least thanks to our mutual
and professional offshore teams”.
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NORDSTREAM PIPELINE PROJECT COMPLETED

NEWSWAVES

Late April 2012, Saipem Limited UK redelivered our AHTS’s BLIZZARD and BOULDER at the completion of the Nord Stream pipeline project.
The BLIZZARD has been engaged during the full 24 months of this challenging project. The BLUSTER contributed during one month and our
BOULDER completed the team of four anchor handlers during the final eight months. During this project our vessels and crews worked 24/7,
realizing the continuous repositioning of the twelve 25 tons Stevpris anchors of the semi submersible lay barge CASTORO SEI. Our vessels
have set about 18000 anchors during this project.
The Nord Stream Project took another
major step forward with the completion
of offshore pipe lay of the second of
its twin 1,224-kilometre gas pipelines
through the Baltic Sea, ahead of
schedule. In the early morning of April
18, 2012, pipe number 99,953, the
last pipe of Line 2, was welded onto
pipeline and lowered onto the seabed
off the coast of Gotland, Sweden by
lay barge CASTORO SEI. This
marked the completion of the logistics
activities for the Nord Stream Project.

Nord Stream's Deputy Project Director
Construction, Ruurd Hoekstra
commented: "Saipem's CASTORO
SEI has done an excellent job. The
vessel has been working 24/7 on this
project for two years with its crew of
330 persons with only a one month
planned maintenance break in May
2011. Her average lay-rate has been
significantly faster than expected,
the quality of welds has been exceptionally high and the safety record is
outstanding. We are very pleased
to have completed pipe lay for Line 2
well in advance of the planned
schedule. It is another major
milestone for Nord Stream."
At any one time, a minimum of 12
ships worked on the project in different
parts of the Baltic Sea. Nord Stream's
construction plans proved to be
resilient enough to cope with periods
of enforced downtime due to some
very adverse weather conditions
in the Baltic Sea.

The twin pipelines were laid in three
sections. Nord Stream was able to
design its offshore pipelines to operate
without an intermediate compressor
station. The pipelines were developed
with three different design pressures
and pipe wall thicknesses as the gas
pressure drops over the long journey
from Russia to landfall in Germany.
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Pre-commissioning activities for Line
2 have already started. Each of the
three sections will be flooded with
seawater, cleaned and gauged and
thoroughly pressure tested. Following
the pressure tests, these three sections
have been connected by underwater
hyperbaric tie-ins off the coasts of
Finland and Sweden where the
design pressure changes from 220

BOULDER on a cold day in the Baltic Sea.

to 200 bar and from 200 to 177.5 bar
respectively. After de-watering and
drying, the completed pipeline has
been linked to the landfalls in Russia
and Germany.

The Nord Stream project consists of
two parallel lines. The two 1,224-kilometre offshore pipelines are the most
direct connection between vast gas
reserves in Russia and energy
markets in the European Union. When
fully operational in the last quarter of
2012, the twin pipelines will have the
capacity to transport a combined total
of 55 billion cubic meters (bcm) gas
per year to businesses and households in the EU for at least 50 years.
The twin pipeline system through the
Baltic Sea runs from Vyborg, Russia
to Lubmin near Greifswald, Germany.
The Nord Stream route crosses the
Exclusive Economic Zones of Russia,
Finland, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany, as well as the territorial
waters of Russia, Denmark, and
Germany. Construction of Line One
of the twin pipeline system began in
April 2010, and was completed in May
2011. The German onshore tie-in took
place on August 16th, 2011 followed
by the Russian onshore tie-in on
August 21st, 2011. Overall completion
of the first line was a fact on August
28th 2011, more than a month ahead

of the original schedule. Transportation
of gas through line one began mid
November 2011. Construction of Line
Two, which runs parallel to Line One,
began in May 2011.

The pipelines have been built and
are operated by Nord Stream AG,
which is a joint project of five major
companies: OAO Gazprom, BASF
SE/Wintershall Holding GmbH,
E.ON Ruhrgas AG, N.V. Nederlandse
Gasunie and GDF SUEZ S.A. One
of the key gas sources for the Nord
Stream Pipeline is the yuzhnoRusskoye field located in West Siberia
(Russia), which covers about 1,100
square km of gas productive area.
The location lies at a distance of
approximately 2,500 km from Moscow,
and only 60 km from the Arctic Circle.
Some 74 percent of all Russian natural
gas comes from this region. It has a
design gas production capacity of 25
bcm per year with proven recoverable
gas reserves of more than 1,000 bcm
of natural gas. It is the intention to
link also the Shtokman Field in the
northern Barents Sea to the system.
Nord Stream will deliver gas to the
receiving station in Lubmin, Germany,
from where it can be transported
onwards to Belgium, Denmark,
France, the Netherlands, the UK,
and other countries.
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After two earlier North Sea campaigns
and two Mediterranean project years,
the AHTS BLIZZARD is chalking up
another two years supporting
CASTORO SEI thanks to its dedicated
and highly motivated masters and
crews who have performed extremely
well during these challenging
Saipem’s projects.
Since April 2010, AHTS BLIZZARD
has been performing around the clock
anchor handling support to Saipem's
semi submersible lay barge CASTORO
SEI. For this purpose, ITC doubled
the number of bridge officers and
deck crew to comply with the 24
working hours regime, whereby
each vessel is repositioning the
twelve 25 tons Stevpris anchors of
the CASTORO SEI. This task is
shared with two Maersk T-Class
anchor handlers. For a five weeks
period as from early July 2011, AHTS
BLUSTER was active as fourth
anchor handler. During the critical
pipe laying close to the Estonian
border, where the Maersk boats had
to act as life anchors, Saipem UK
decided to add a fourth anchor handler
to the already impressive spread of
vessels. The BLUSTER was selected
for ITC’s knowledge of the project,
and the familiarity of the masters
and crew with anchor handling in
general and Nord Stream especially.
It was all vessels strictly forbidden

NEWSWAVES

Construction of the pipelines was
scheduled to minimize environmental
impacts. In preparation for pipe laying,
the seabed was surveyed with a
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) to
ensure pipe lay safety and to confirm
the previous seabed data gathered
during the lengthy route planning
phase. Additionally, in some locations
along the route the strategic placement
of coarse gravel was necessary to
create a stable base on which the
pipeline can rest. Along the pipeline
route, from five existing harbor sites,
supply of pipes took place on a
continuous basis to the lay barges
owned by Nord Stream’s contractor,
Saipem and its subcontractor Allseas.
Three vessels (Allseas’s SOLITAIRE,
CASTORO SEI and CASTORO
DIECI) have been used to complete
the pipelines, working at different
segments of the route.

Deck crew BLIZZARD in action.

to enter into Estonian waters. With
six anchors on the seabed, two life
anchors and the propulsion system
of the CASTORO SEI, the 18 km of
pipe line in the vicinity of the boundary
between Estonia and Finland was
laid. Regrettably BLUSTER could
only assist Saipem during five weeks
due to an earlier commitment to
Bluewater Services UK.

Another vessel had to replace BLUSTER
for another five weeks at location.
As from early September 2011,
AHTS BOULDER was contracted
as fourth anchor handler for the
remaining eight months of the project.
The high pipe laying speed in combination with the water depth, resulted
in a very high anchor handling
frequency, with the BLIZZARD
and BOULDER sometimes handling
up to 26 anchors in 24 hours.
Pipe laying activities for the first
pipeline began in April 2010, about
60 kilometers off the coast of the

Swedish Island of Gotland, at a point
located 675 kilometers from the
pipeline’s starting point near Vyborg,
Russia and 549 kilometers from the
end point at Lubmin near Greifswald,
Germany. CASTORO SEI was laying
pipe in an easterly direction into
Finnish waters before laying down
that section of the pipeline and
moving into Russian waters. There,
it laid sections of Line 1 and 2,
and handled shore-pull activities at
Portovaya Bay, Russia. Line 1 was
pulled ashore on July 28, and Line 2
on August 4. CASTORO SEI then
moved south to pick up another section of Line 1 in German waters where
Saipem’s CASTORO DIECI had
completed the difficult 28-kilometre
shallow water section of both
pipelines in the Bay of Greifswald.
The two pipeline segments were
pulled ashore on July 1 and July 17.
The first 28-kilometre pipeline segment
was completed in mid August, and
the second by October 3.
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Stormy days interrupted daily activities.

Allseas’ SOLITAIRE, picked up the
7.5-kilometer segment of Line 1 laid
by the CASTORO SEI in the Russian
landfall in September. Since then,
it has continued in westerly direction
through the Gulf of Finland until it will
reach km 300. The pipelines are put
together from 12 meters long sections
of 48 inch diameter. Thanks to the
concrete coating they can contain
a pressure of 220 bar.
The SOLITAIRE also laid the same
section of the second line from
May to September 2011. This lay
sequence was developed by Nord
Stream and agreed with Finnish and
Russian authorities to meet environmental restrictions, while enabling
the construction vessels to work as
efficiently as possible. Construction
will not take place in the northeastern
part of the route in winter, when the
sea is covered by ice, to ensure that
breeding seals are not disturbed.
CASTORO SEI then completed line 2
by connecting the final pipe to the
section laid down by the SOLITAIRE.
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In the past years, Nord Stream has
invested more than 100 million Euros
in the most comprehensive ecological
studies to-date for one single infrastructure project in the Baltic Sea and
in the project planning in order to
assess potential negative effects and
to reduce them to a minimum. In the
Exclusive Economic Zones of the
different states of the Baltic Sea
through which the pipeline passes no
legal obligation for the compensation
of potential environmental impacts
exists. For this reason, Nord Stream
has reached a respective agreement
with the environmental association in
order to realize compensation measures.
The foundation will be provided with
the necessary financial means so that
it can identify and realize suitable
measures aimed at protecting the
environment in the long-term.

The final pipe being laid at the seabottom.

Yokahama fender being transferred.
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CASTORO SETTE NORTH SEA CAMPAIGN
Following the successful completion of the Nord Stream project, ITC’s AHTS BLIZZARD continued working for Saipem UK, now supporting the
semi submersible lay barge CASTORO SETTE with anchor handling operations. From May up to including August 2012, the vessel spread
worked in the Norwegian sector on the Gundrun project and in the UK sector on the Scott and York projects.

NEWSWAVES
CASTORO SETTE.

The Gudrun project comprises a new
build platform, export lines to Sleipner
A and the power cable from Sleipner A.
The jacket, was installed last summer
by Saipem’s S 7000, which will also
install the topsides. Working for
Statoil, CASTORO SETTE had to
install two 14 and 12 inch oil and gas
export pipe lines of 57km long. The
lay barge has been reactivated having
been cold stacked for three years.
AHTS BOULDER served as front
runner and started the operations
at Stavanger late April. Meanwhile,
BLIZZARD proceeded to Holland
for a short but intensive maintenance
overhaul, following the demanding
anchor handling operation in Nord
Stream. BOULDER towed CASTORO
SETTE to its first work location and
was relieved by BLIZZARD after
the first week of May. The Gundrun
project also required intensive anchor
handling operations, BLIZZARD
setting up to 24 anchors each 24
hours and handling of the heavy
midline buoys.
Gudrun is the first project being
developed in the Greater Sleipner
Area, the so-called ‘Golden Pot’.
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For the Scott project, CASTORO
SETTE took care of 7 km of pipeline,
incorporating the start-up operation.
Mid July the vessel spread moved
to its new worksite and activities
were completed early August.
Saipem Ltd has been awarded the
EPIC contract by Centrica Resources
for the york gas field which comprises
reservoirs in UKCS block 47 in the
Southern North Sea.

The york project called for the installation of approx 34 km of 16 inch gas
export pipeline, and a 3 inch methanol
piggy-back line from the york gas field
to the Easington Gas Terminal. The
pipeline trench has been pre-dredged
in the near shore zone and then
trenched out to the offshore platform
in 43 m of water using a pipeline
plough. The 16 inch and 3 inch
piggyback pipeline trench has been
back filled with seabed material
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Yokohama fender is splashed overboard.

supplemented with rock dump.
During three weeks in August, CASTORO
SETTE completed the deep water part
of the pipelines after which the barge
was towed to Rotterdam, where the

convoy arrived on August 24th, 2012
after a successful North Sea campaign.
The Saipem contract was fixed through
ISB Offshore of Zoagli, Italy.
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TOW OUT MOAB GLOBAL TECH 1
AHTS BOULDER lateron joined by AHTS BLIZZARD have been under contract with Keppel Verolme for the tow out and installation of MOAB
(Mobile Offshore Application Barge) GLOBAL TECH 1. The 33/155 KV MOAB Transformer Substation is a design by Overdick GmbH & Co
and is the first of its kind to build for the offshore wind industry.

NEWSWAVES

The platform has been designed
with a self installing substructure
and suction cans. The concept offers
the advantage that no heavy lifting
cranes for the topside or substructure
installation is required. The complete
structure is able to float on a barge
shaped hull and is able to lower the
substructure by using a temporary
jacking system. This concept is well
proven in the oil and gas industry and
is currently adapted to the renewable
energy sector.
The Transformer Substation will be
deployed in the German Exclusive
Economic Zone in the North Sea for
the offshore wind park "Global Tech I"
and shall host the transformers that
convert the power supplied by the
windmills for transportation ashore.
The substation also acts as a base
for service crews and includes electro
technical and related secondary
equipment as well as living quarters
for 32 persons and a helicopter deck.
When fully operational in 2013, the
offshore wind park can deliver 400
MW through 80 5-MW wind turbines.
The annual production of the park is
calculated on 1.4 billion KW usable
hours of electricity and will supply
around 445.000 households with
clean electricity.
AHTS BOULDER, fixed through ALP

Maritime BV, started the project mid
July and was joined in August by
AHTS BLIZZARD, through a fixture
with OMC Netherlands BV. First,
BOULDER loaded the anchor spread

BVLIZZARD crew together for their ‘team’ picture.

in Aberdeen and performed the pre-lay
activities at the installation location.
The pre-lay, tow-out and installation is
being supervised by Offshore Marine
Contractors Netherlands BV.

13
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ALLSEAS TOGMOR

Saipem UK has awarded Allseas Marine Contractors SA the installation of approximately 13 Km 16 inch + 3 inch pipeline as part
of the York Development project. The pipeline installation started near shore in a pre- dredged trench.

14

During lay of the first kilometer
the pipe will be pulled ashore.
This part of the project was
performed by shallow water lay
barge TOG MOR, assisted by ITC’s

AHT TyPHOON. For five weeks,
during June and July, AHT TyPHOON
performed anchor handling and
towage services with TOG MOR
under contract with Allseas.

On July 21, TyPHOON under
command of Captain Maarten Bos,
towed TOG MOR back to Rotterdam.
The TyPHOON contract was fixed
through Braemar Seascope.
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TYPHOON towing Allseas’ TOG MOR.
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FSO PALANCA DELIVERED AT SINGAPORE

NEWSWAVES

AHTS BLUSTER has been contracted by Interoil Africa International SA for towage of FSO PALANCA from offshore Angola to Singapore, where the
FSO was to undergo repairs, hull cleaning and upgrading with Sembawang Shipyard. Augustea’s AHT KAMARINA of 123 tbp joined the convoy
during the towage which led around Cape of Good Hope. Heavy marine growth on the hull of the PALANCA and predominant counter currents
and bad weather conditions, made it a challenging voyage. Mid October 2012, both tugs delivered the PALANCA safely at Singapore Roads.

Rough days during passage of Cape of Good Hope.

Both tugs had to start with a long
mobilization voyage to Angola. After
inspection by the marine warranty
surveyor of LOC and approval of the
tug, BLUSTER proceeded from
Mumbai and KAMARINA from
Sharjah. The mobilization voyage
was extended as a result of the
requirement to avoid the piracy
invested waters in the Indian Ocean.
At Cape Town both tugs made a call
to install portable FIFI sets, upgrading
both tugs to be compliant with FIFI-1.
Meanwhile an extensive towage
manual was prepared by ITC and
approved by clients, end client
SNLPP, and marine warranty
surveyors LOC.
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At the Palanca terminal, the tugs
assisted with unmooring of the
PALANCA and bringing its
replacement vessel LUXEMBOURG
at the required anchor position,
under supervision of Interoil’s technical

KAMARINA reconnecting.

manager Francisco Beyer and
Sonangol’s project manager Abdur
Rob. Mid July the convoy was ready
to sail and left the Palanca terminal
with the 307,880 dwt vessel in tow.
Due to local restricted availability and

the practical problems to leave and
enter Angola waters for a bunker call
at Pointe Noire, both tugs were to call
at Walvis Bay to lift bunkers to full
capacity. Limited quay space at
Walvis Bay in combination with the
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priority status of calling container
vessels resulted in a seven days time
span, before both tugs, one by one
whilst the other kept the tow going,
were able to load their fuel. Also a
crew change took place and Captain
Arjan Vos took over from Captain
Ton Firet. A skeleton crew of the
PALANCA was accommodated on
both tugs and regular inspections
of the tow were conducted by a
combined party transferred by MOB
boat. Captain Remi and his PALANCA
crew kept a close check on tank
conditions of the tow whilst the tug
crew checked the towage connections.

As from departure from Walvis Bay
the local winter conditions were made
felt. SSE-ly winds and matching seas
forced the towing tugs to reduce their
output to keep the tension on the tow
wires at acceptable levels. Weather
routing was supplied by Meteogroup
Offshore, Netherlands. In spite of all
precautions, the tow wire of KAMARINA
parted in increasing sea and swell
conditions. The master and crew of
KAMARINA were skillfully able to
reconnect on the emergency towing
gear within hours and with both tugs
connected the PALANCA was kept
into the wind and seas. In consultation
with Principals and marine warranty
surveyors Alan Cundall and Paul
Lomas of LOC, it was decided to
head for shelter of Algoa Bay to
re-establish the towing connection of
KAMARINA on its main gear, re-rig a
new emergency connection and await
improving conditions. Permission from

Captain Arjan Vos.

SAMSA was obtained and on August
9th Algoa Bay was reached.

In the evening of 18th August, weather
conditions were improved, additional
fuel was loaded by BLUSTER and
the towage connections were back to
original status and the convoy sailed
from Algoa Bay. Crossing the Agulhas
current the towing speed dropped,
after which the most favorable current
conditions were sought by the
masters and the speed picked up.
A port call was made at Port Louis,
Mauritius, for bunkers, fresh provisions
and crew change. Again, the tugs
went into port one by one whilst the
other tug kept towing the PALANCA.

Fortunately, there was no congestion
in this port and both tugs resumed the
voyage after only a brief delay.
Usually the conditions improve after
passing Mauritius, but not this time.
For the next fortnight the convoy
encountered ESE-ly winds force 7
with 5/6 meters swell. On a rare good
day the speed jumped to over 5
knots, indicating what could have
been in different conditions. Due to
the prolonged voyage, Captain Ton
Firet relieved Captain Arjan Vos for
the final leg through Malacca Straits
which was passed under full piracy
alert. With assisting tugs on the stern
the busy sea lanes off Singapore were
passed and the PALANCA was
safely redelivery at a designated
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BLUSTER connects up offshore Angola.

anchor position awaiting berthing at
Sembawang yard.

During the towage excellent cooperation was met from Augustea’s
tug masters Captain Luca Rapparini
and Captain Antonello Puma and from
Managing Director Michele Verde,
commercial manager Pasquale
Accettulo and operations manager
Jean Cocenza.
The contract of Sembawang Shipyard
calls for the major repairs and upgrading
of the 20-year-old FSO PALANCA.
Sembawang Shipyard was awarded
this milestone contract by Sonangol
Pesquisa e Produção S.A. (SNLPP),
on the strength of the shipyard’s
capabilities and established track
record in the highly specialized field
of FSO / FPSO modifications,
upgrading and repair work. Major
work scope includes the renewal of
the vessel’s cargo piping system and
pumps, tank blasting and coating,
and cables renewal for the entire
electrical system. The existing
30-men accommodation block will
be re-designed and rebuilt to
accommodate 60 men. The new
accommodation block will include
a new helicopter deck to meet the
vessel’s operational requirements.
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The vessel is expected to complete
the works at Sembawang Shipyard end
of March 2013, and upon completion,
ITC / Augustea will tow the PALANCA

Second officer Leendert-Jan Staat.

Inspection team back on board BLUSTER.

back to offshore Angola.The towage
contract was awarded through Paris
based brokers POB and Socomet.
For ITC it was a renewed
acquaintance with the PALANCA.

Upon completion in 1991 by Japan's
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI),
two ITC tugs SIMOON and SUHAILI
towed the PALANCA, which has a
storage capacity of almost 2.2 million
barrels, from Japan to Angola.
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ITC MELTEMI IN SUPPORT OF THE LINCSHORE 2012 CAMPAIGN
Dredging International NV has contracted ITC MELTEMI for an initial period of 60 days to assist with general dredging activities in support
of the Lincshore 2012 campaign. This project includes beach nourishment work performed by a Trailer Suction Hopper Dredger.
ITC MELTEMI mobilized from Den Helder to Grimsby mid March to start its contract.

NEWSWAVES

The project, which takes place each
year on the Lincolnshire coast, will
see 400,000 cubic meters of sand
pumped from licensed off-shore sites
onto 20 km of beach. The mammoth
scheme of the Environmental Agency
maintains protection against a one in
200 year tidal flood (0.5%) for 30,000
properties and 35,000 hectares of land.
In addition, the work also helps
maintain the beaches as tourist
attractions - without it, sand would be
washed away leaving just a clay base.

The project is reviewed every five
years to ensure it remains the best
option for protecting homes and
businesses from flooding. This year’s
work is the third year of a five-year
program protecting the coastline.
Shifting thousands of tons of sand
from the seabed to build up beach
levels and help reduce flood risk to
thousands of properties may seem
like a huge task. Lincshore aims to
combat decreased sand levels and
increased risk of flooding caused
by coastal erosion.
Mike Dugher, Environment Agency
Area Coastal Manager, said:
“Increasing the level of the beach
reduces the risk of waves reaching
the main defences and going over
the seawalls. It protects the clay

foreshore against further erosion and
prevents rapid deterioration of the
defenses. If the defenses along the
beaches which rely on the Lincshore
project failed, there could be extensive
damage to property and disruption to
local communities. Tens of thousands
of homes would be at severe risk of
flooding, along with commercial and
industrial properties. A number of
important environmental sites would
also be affected.”
After completion of Lincshore, ITC
MELTEMI continued for DEME towing
a floating pipeline to London Gateway

and in direct continuation for four
weeks at the Thornton wind farm,
20 nm offshore Oostende, Belgium.

At this project ITC MELTEMI worked
as 2nd anchor handler for rock
dumping vessel POMPEI during the
installation of an export line to the
substation. A good weather window
was essential since the work needed
to be carried out with a maximum
wave height of 1 meter.

Early July skipper Coos Imming moored
the ITC MELTEMI in Flushing for
a short maintenance period.

19
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BLUSTER WORKS IN MUMBAI HIGH

NEWSWAVES

AHTS BLUSTER of 12000 bhp / 135 tbp has been assisting HLV OLEG STRASHNOV offshore Mumbai with anchor handling, positioning and
barge towing duties for a 110 days period. The 5000 tons lifting capacity vessel performed platform installation work at Mumbai High offshore
location. Under contract with Seaway Heavy Lifting BV, the BLUSTER proceeded from Singapore early January 2012 for its assignment which
has been completed late April.

Module carrying barge being brought alongside OLEG STRASHNOV for lift off.

India's biggest offshore lift to date,
the 4000t MLQ (Mumbai Living
Quarters) module, designed and
constructed by Larsen & Toubro for
ONGC – was successfully carried
out by Seaway Heavy Lifting's heavy
lift vessel OLEG STRASHNOV on
12 February. The Mumbai High North
field lifting program, included four big
lifts: the record-setting 4000t MLQ lift
and three others of 3400t, 3500t and
3600t apiece for the MNP (Mumbai
North Process) platform. The modules
were built at Larsen & Toubro's Surat
yard, 200km north of Mumbai.
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Between 20 January and 10 February,
2012, Oleg Strashnov's DP3 capability
enabled it to take on additional work
on the project, while another HLV McDermott's DB101 - worked in
the same area in anchored mode.
There would not have been room for
two anchored vessels. According to
Seaway Heavy Lifting (SHL) project
manager Jos Hermans, the further
work scope comprised about 20 lifts
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Sunset offshore Mumbai.

Engine room team.

of over 500t and another 20 or so
smaller lifts for the MNP and MLQ
platforms.

The Mumbai program has been
executed at very short notice, as it
was originally due to be carried out
by another contractor, whose vessel
was delayed elsewhere. SHL was
awarded the contract by Larsen &
Toubro at the beginning of November

Arjan Vos between OLEG STRASHNOV‘s lifting gear.

2011, so basically only had eight to
ten weeks preparation time, and
most challenging of all, obtain the
necessary clearance permits for both
personnel and vessels. Most of the
rigging was in time to be delivered to
the yard, but three structures were
rigged by SHL directly.
“The rigging delivery and the
formalities were a big achievement

from our side,” says Hermans.
“We had to request more than 400
permits for our personnel and deliver
a lot of documentation not only for
the OLEG STRASHNOV, but also
for the two tugs, including the
BLUSTER, contracted on the spot
market.”
The BLUSTER was contracted
through OSL London.
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HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH
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AHT TYPHOON has been contracted by Augustea Marine Transportation Ltd. to tow BOA BARGE 35, loaded with the fore ship section of the new
British aircraft carrier HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH, from Portsmouth to Rosyth. HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH will be the first of the Royal Navy’s two
new super aircraft carriers and is scheduled to enter service in 2016. The towage was performed in May 2012.

Bow section safely secured on board BOA BARGE 35 leaving Portsmouth.

TyPHOON first towed barge AMT
CHALLENGER from Rotterdam to
Liverpool to load another section of
the carrier. There after TyPHOON
proceeded to Portsmouth for its tow
with the loaded BOA BARGE 35.
Under large public attention the
convoy proceeded over the Solent to
open sea. The loaded barge has been
redelivered to local tugs at Rosyth
following a smooth four days towage.
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Construction of HMS QUEEN
ELIZABETH began in 2009. Her
assembly is taking place in the Firth
of Forth at Rosyth Royal Dockyard,
in one of the most demanding and
revolutionary shipbuilding programs
ever undertaken, with the pieces
being slotted together in a specially-

extended dry dock. The carrier will
be constructed out of nine blocks built
in six UK shipyards in Glasgow,
Appledore, Rosyth, Hebbrun,
Portsmouth and at Birkenhead.
Currently being built at shipyards
around the country, the carriers
HMS QUEEN ELIZABETH and HMS
PRINCE OF WALES are the future
flagships of the United Kingdom.
Initially the ships will carry helicopters. The vast flight deck and
hangar can accommodate any type
of helicopter. From 2020, however,
the vessels will accommodate the
F35 Lightning II, the world’s most
advanced stealth fighter-bomber.
Both ships are expected to serve
for up to 50 years.

Much public interest for the departing convoy.
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Following TYPHOON nicely.
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SOUTH ARNE FIELD
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AHTS BOULDER has been contracted
by Heerema through OSL London for
cargo runs and towage of their barge
H 302 and Vikingbarge 3 from Flushing
to South Arne Field, where Heerema's
HLV BALDER installed a new jacket
and topside.
The South Arne platform comprises
a combined wellhead, processing and
accommodation platform with an oil
storage tank on the seabed and buoy
loading facilities for oil. Produced oil is
conveyed to an 87,000 m3 storage
tank on the seabed. When the tank
is full, the oil is transferred to a tanker
by means of buoy loading facilities.
The gas produced is transported
through a gas pipeline to Nybro on
the west coast of Jutland.

ABAN VII

MT BEN

In early May 2012, AHTS BLUSTER
has been engaged in the rig move
of jack up ABAN VII. The rig was
collected at the Indian port of
Pipapav and towed to a new
location offshore Mumbai.

During the mobilization voyage of BLUSTER to Angola for the towage
of FSU PALANCA, the BLUSTER deviated to assist MT BEN of
11,153 grt, which was drifting immobilized in position approx 300
miles north of Mauritius.

Thanks to its previous assignment
in Indian waters with SHL, local
formalities could be dealt with rather
smoothly. The contract was realised
through Fearnley at Singapore.

Captain Ton Firet connected up with the vessel and towed the vessel out of
the strong currents and winds, enabling the crew to effect emergency repairs.
After seven days the BEN was able to continue its voyage under own power.
The contract was fixed through OSL London.

SHOAL BUSTER ITC MELTEMI IN TEESSIDE WINDFARM
ITC MELTEMI was contracted through Acta Marine BV to assist Van Oord
Offshore with the final stage of the Teesside Wind farm project as from mid
September 2012. After inspection of ITC MELTEMI by marine warranty
surveyors Van
Woerkom, Nobels Ten
Veen, and subsequent
approval, our vessel
sailed from Flushing
to Hartlepool.
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On arrival, our crew
got a safety induction
training before actual
operations started.
Skippers Adrie
Messemaker and
Coos Imming and
their crew are
rendering a variety
of support services
to installation vessel
JB 114.
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NORTH SEA RIG MOVES

TyPHOON took care of the brunt
of the moves. OMC Great
yarmouth fixed the tug for field
moves of NOBLE LINDA
BOSSLER (twice), MAERSK
RESOLUTE, NOBLE AL WHITE
(twice), SEAFOX 1, and GSP
SATURN (twice). Jack up
BRITANNIA was towed from
Teesport to Flushing, also under
OMC contract. Seabrokers fixed
TyPHOON for moves of SEAFOX
4 and ATLANTIC ROTTERDAM.

NEWSWAVES

Also during 2012, ITC’s anchor
handlers performed a number of
rig moves, mainly in the southern
sector of the North Sea. BOULDER
assisted jack up’s ATLANTIC
ROTTERDAM during a field move;
ATLANTIC AMSTERDAM was
towed from Rotterdam to Flushing
and NOBLE ByRON WELLIVER
was towed from its Dutch CS
location to Rotterdam. Fixtures
were done through OMC Great
yarmouth, Seabrokers Aberdeen
and Samuel Stewart Aberdeen.

AHT TYPHOON AND AHT TEMPEST SOLD
During August 2012, the anchor handling tugs TyPHOON and TEMPEST
have been sold to Middle East interest. TyPHOON has been renamed
GUDRI and TEMPEST will continue sailing under the name INDUS.
In 2005, the purchase of TEMPEST and TyPHOON confirmed ITC’s
new commitment to the offshore industry.

The sale marks the end of a distinguished career of the vessels under
Dutch management. Constructed by Giessen de Noord Shipyards in
Holland, the vessels were delivered to Wijsmuller in 1976/1977 under
the same familiar names. From 1991 the tugs were operated by Smitwijs,
following the merger of the ocean towage activities of Smit and Wijsmuller.
In 1999 the tugs were renamed by adding the prefix Smitwijs. Late 2005
the tugs were bought by ITC and continued to sail under the original
names as from December 2005.
After being added to the ITC fleet, both vessels were chartered by J. Ray
McDermott Far East on a term contract, rendering anchor handling and
towage services to their lay barges. Both TEMPEST and TyPHOON have
been involved in various FPSO installation projects, in the Far East, West
Africa and Brasil. During the last couple of years, the vessels have been
operating mainly in the North Sea, both on term contracts for Seaway
Heavy Lifting BV as well as on the spot market, performing numerous
rig move operations.
We wish both vessels and their crews fair winds and following seas.
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TSCHUDI SHIP MANAGEMENT BREAKING THE ICE
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In November 2012, Tschudi Ship Management AS managed to secure and sign the technical and crew management agreement
for MSV BOTNICA with the Port of Tallinn. This was amid fierce competition from five strong competitors including Tallink.
Margus Raad, general manager of Tschudi Ship Management AS, reflects on this matter.

The Port of Tallinn acquired MSV
BOTNICA in accordance with the
strategic interest of the Estonian
State to maintain the navigability of
Estonian ports in the Gulf of Finland
throughout the icebreaking season.
The Port will use MSV BOTNICA
for providing icebreaking services
according to a ten-year contract
signed with the Estonian Maritime
Administration (EMA), the party
responsible for the task.

Estonia’s only current icebreaker
TARMO is nearly 50 years old and an
adequate replacement was required.

The BOTNICA, a huge, 6,370gt
combined icebreaker, tug and supply
vessel, is widely considered by
the offshore industry to be the most
advanced state-of-the-art vessel of
her type. The vessels is particularly
suitable for diving and ROV support.
The large crane capacity and moon
pool enables the vessel to perform
a wide variety of subsea and
intervention work.
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The Port of Tallinn took possession of
the vessel in Ravenna on the BOTNICA
is expected arrived in Estonia just
before Christmas for the beginning of

the icebreaking service on January
2nd, 2013. This season lasts until
April 20th, 2013 and in the following
years between December 20th and
April 20th. The Port will, according
to the contract, provide the EMA
with the vessel and crew and this is
what TSM was chosen to perform,
ensuring the technical conformity
and readiness of the vessel and
providing two competent crews to
cover the ice-breaking season.
PARTICULARS BOTNICA:

MSV BOTNICA is a multipurpose
icebreaker built at Aker Finnyards
in Finland to Det Norske Veritas
class standards, and delivered
in 1998 to the Finnish Maritime
Administration (FMA).

Her ice class is ICE-10, length
(LOA) is 97.3 and beam 24.3
metres. The maximum speed of
MSV Botnica is 16.5 knots in open
water; she can maintain a speed
of 8 knots in ice up to 80cm thickness.
The maximum ice thickness in which
MSV BOTNICA is capable of

We are honoured that Tschudi Ship
Management has been trusted this
asset by the Port of Tallinn and we at
TSM will do our utmost to maintain the
vessel and utilize her to full capacity.

This management contract has created
a spur of interest in the Estonian
media and has stirred up the maritime
market, the wake of which has enabled
TSM crew managers to handpick the
best seamen for the exciting task.
maintaining constant speed is 1.2
meters. The vessel has a double hull
construction and can accommodate
72 people. Moon pool free opening
dimensions 6,5 x 6,5 meter. Twelve
Caterpillar main engines drive three
bow thrusters and two azimuth thrusters
aft. A DP 3 system is installed.
Its large main crane has a capacity
of 160 tons at 9 meter radius and
32 tons at 32 meter radius, for a
single fall working depth of 800
meters. The secondary crane lifts
15 tons at 4/10 meter radius for
deck and 10 tons at 20 meter
radius for ship to ship lifts.
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NORTHERN SEA ROUTE
For years Tschudi Arctic Transit and Arctic Bulk AG have been promoting the use of the Northern Sea Route (NSR) as a shortcut from Europe
to Asia. The NSR will again be historical in 2012. This time for two reasons - never before have so many vessels sailed through and never before
has so much cargo been shipped. During 2012, 46 vessels have sailed the NSR compared to 4 in 2010. Celia M. Lindqvist of Tschudi Shipping
Company AS tells the story.
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The NSR is estimated to save up to
20 days for the distance Hammerfest
to Japan. Arctic Bulk AG, a venture
between the trading company
Prominvest SA and Tschudi Arctic
Transit AS, promotes and facilitates
NSR shipments. Both companies
were among the pioneers for initiating
the first non-Russian commercial
shipment through the NSR in 2010
when mv NORDIC BARENTS
successfully transported a cargo
of iron ore from Sydvaranger Gruve,
Kirkenes to China. This new trade
route saves time, fuel and emissions
and eliminates piracy risk.

History was again made in August
2011, when the 1620 000 tons
Suezmax tanker VLADIMIR TIKHONOV
took the shortcut from Europe to Asia
along the NSR. Prior to departure
FROM Honningsvåg (near North
Cape), the total cargo of 120 000 tons
gas condensate was transferred from
two smaller tankers to the larger
tanker. The transshipment operation,
conducted by Tschudi Arctic Transit AS,
successfully contributed to the realization
of this historical Suezmax voyage.

History was also made in October
when our associate company Arctic
Bulk, with their expertise and
knowledge, successfully assisted
the world’s first LNG vessel passage
through the NSR. The LNG tanker
OB RIVER chartered by Gazprom
Marketing & Trading and operated
by Dynagas (Greece) has sailed the
NSR in both directions – west and
eastbound. In October, OB RIVER
discharged her LNG cargo in Japan
and replenished bunkers and provisions
in South Korea before her ballasting
voyage to Western Europe via NSR.
One of the goals for this voyage was
to collect data and verify the technical
and commercial viability of the NSR
for the whole LNG trade.

On arrival in Hammerfest, the OB
RIVER loaded LNG from Statoil’s gas
plant on the Barents Sea coast ready
to commence the return journey via the
NSR to Japan. The vessel departed
Hammerfest on 7th November and
the journey east to the Bering Strait
is scheduled for 13 days.

This LNG plant is the world’s northernmost terminal and its remote location
could have been a disadvantage but
the NSR has opened up for new
possibilities. Hammerfest is ideally
located for this alternative shipping
route to the energy markets in Asia.
Via the NSR, the distance to Japan
is nearly half compared with sailing
the traditional Suez Canal route.

In September 2011, Arctic Bulk assisted
with yet another two historical events:
On completion of seismic surveys in
the Barents Sea, the 3D Seismic
vessel POLARCUS ALIMA departed
Hammerfest, Norway for her voyage
northeast to New Zealand. This was
the first known passage of a 3D
Seismic vessel and a significant first
in the seismic industry. The expected
time of this route, compared to via the
Panama Canal, amounts to some 8
days thus making substantial savings.

Also in September 2011, the Panamax
SANKO ODySSEy, operated by
Danish Nordic Bulk Carriers, became
the largest bulk carrier ever to transit
the NSR. Arctic Bulk has followed this
‘first’ by sending a total of four Panamax
voyages northeast to China. The success of these bulk carriers confirms the
business logic of a shorter route to the
Far East for these substantial vessels.
Now with the LNG voyage, Arctic Bulk
is naturally proud of adding another
‘first’ to their list of achievements.
This first voyage is an important
milestone for the whole LNG industry,
and the future development of the
NSR and of course, Arctic Bulk.
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Happy deck crew of BLIZZARD.

As of January 1, 2013, the business activities of
Tschudi Offshore & Towage are being presented on
a new website www.tschudioffshoretowage.com
The website can be entered directly but also through
www.tschudishipping.com
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ITC participated in Offshore Energy 2012, where we
welcomed a large number of guests at our joint
ITC / Tschudi booth.

Arjan Vos
Jan de Ruiter

GPD Jerson Balawan on board BLIZZARD takes
a break awaiting the next anchor buoy.
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Simultaneously with NewsWaves 16 in the new
Tschudi Towage & Offshore livery, we will publish
a special publication covering the 40 years of ITC
operation indicating the highlights and notable facts of
the ITC history in towage, salvage and transportation.

Captain Arjan Vos of BLUSTER keeps
(very successfully) in shape in a clean way.

